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Opportunity

I K-20 Center DGBL team finished a large multi-year DOD
grant project.

I Provost’s Office wanted to try instructional games in STEM
courses.

I Virtual Learning Experiences (VLE): Math, Physics,
Biology games built in 2014-5.



Benefits of Digital Game-Based Learning (DGBL)
From the Instructional Games literature

I Provide effective scaffolds for students’ learning
Clark et al. 2009; NRC 2011; Young et al. 2012

I Promote higher order thinking and learning
Annetta 2008; MacDonald and Hannafin 2003; Mayo 2007, 2009;
Young et al. 2012

I Promote learning and engage students in a way that helps
them to make sense of their world
Anderson 2010; Willamson and Facer 2004; Mayo 2007, 2009; Young
et al. 2012

I Yield a potential increase in positive learning experiences
Anderson and Barnett 2011; Collar and Scott 2009; Kettelhut et al.
2006; Kebritchi and Hirumi 2008; Mayo 2009; Young et al. 2012



Conceptual Understanding
I Disconnect between calculus learned in a classroom and

students’ abilities to us calculus in other domains.
(Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007)

I Students lack hands-on experience applying calculus to
real-world problems.
(Lithner, 2004)

I Problem-solving scenarios can help to improve conceptual
understanding, motivation, and use of resources.
(Stanley, 2002)

I Visual-spatial skills can promote conceptual understanding
of calculus and physics problems.
(Pallrand & Seeber, 1984)

I Research have suggested that video games can be
effective in promoting conceptual understanding.
(Boyle, Connolly, & Hainey, 2011; Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002; Gee,
2007)



The Challenges

How do you make a video game for higher-level mathematics?

How do you keep students engaged when they have to
compute?

To the best of our knowledge, this hasn’t been done before.
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I Target one difficult concept in calculus
I Goal is enhanced understanding, not

first-time presentation
I We chose optimization
I Begin with proof-of-concept
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I Modeled on standard max-min problems
I Visualization tools can zoom, scroll, and change view
I Four scenarios: Fence, Building, Cone, River
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Computations

Big challenge
Keep the player engaged in the game while performing
complex mathematics.

The Solution

Toolbars and a workbench area
to drag and drop equations, val-
ues, and operations.

Result
The game addresses the concepts of optimization without
requiring students to perform computations.
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Tools, Workbench, Solution



Scene from Mission Prime



Research Questions

From the education point of view, we have the following
research questions:

I Is playing Mission Prime more effective than traditional
activities in promoting conceptual understanding of
optimization problems?

I Is playing Mission Prime more effective than traditional
activities in promoting calculation skills within optimization
problems calculation skills of optimization?



In-Game Data

I Time on each task

I Use of visualization tools

I Attempts at solution

I Mistakes in operations or function manipulation

I Feedback received from the game



Testing
I Test group: 132 students recruited from Calculus 2.

I 3 Groups: Game(G), Practice(P), Control (C).

I Between-subject experimental design: students randomly
assigned to one group.

I 125 students completed; 50 in G, 38 in P, and 37 in C.
I 82.9% freshmen, 65.8% male, average age 19.39.

I Treatment groups G, P were given an hour for activity.

I Pre-survey, post-survey: Demographics, Mathematics
Attitude Survey (Tapia & Marsh, 2004), survey designed by
DGBL team about engagement and interaction with the
game.

I Post-test: All 3 groups took a post-test with both
computations and concept questions.
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Post-test questions

Post-Test

Please complete the following questions. Use the paper provided to show all your work, and
then enter your answers in the online form. If necessary, please round your answer to 4 decimal
places. You may use the calculator application provided, but no other computers or devices.

1. What do you think are the important concepts in optimization?

2. Find the positive real numbers x and y that satisfy the equation 2x+4y = 24 and which have
the largest possible product.

3. Find the dimensions of a box with a square base and open top that holds a volume of 36 cubic
ft. and which requires the least amount of material to build the box.

h

w

w

4. Explain how and why we use the derivative to solve optimization problems.

1



Coding Post-test

I 2 computational problems (2, 3) and 2 conceptual (1,4).
I Students showed work AND entered solutions to 2,3 on

computer.
I Coding team: 3 mathematicians and one graduate student.
I Blind coding of concept responses (1,4) and written work

(2,3).



Coding Rubrics

Tapia, M., & Marsh, G. E. (2004). An instrument to measure mathematics attitudes. Academic 
Exchange Quarterly, 8 (2), 16-21. 

Thomas, M., & Holton, D. (2003). Technology as a tool for teaching undergraduate mathematics. 
In A. Bishop, M. Clements, C. Keitel, J. Kilpatrick, & F. K. Leung, Second International 
Handbook of Mathematics Education (Vol. 1, pp. 347-390). Dordrecht: Kluwer. 

Thompson, P. W., Byerly, C., & Hatfield, N. (2013). A Conceptual Approach to Calculus Made 
Possible by Technology. Computers in the Schools, 30, 124-147. 

Appendix 1: Coding rubric for both conceptual and calculation student work 
 
Conceptual Problems Calculation Problems 
Question 1: 
0 – No relevance to problem solving or optimization 
1 – Problem solving of any type without reference to 
calculus or max/min 
2 – Derivatives 
3 – Maximum/minimum, “best/efficient,” and critical 
points 
4 – Combining both derivatives and critical points or 
maximum and minimum 

Question 2: 
0 – Irrelevant or no answer 
1 – Work that indicates minimal understanding (a 
picture or similar); trial and error; did not appear to use 
derivatives 
2 – Tried to differentiate a multivariable expression; 
requires P=xy or similar 
3 – Incorrect derivative (of a function of one variable), 
essentially correct solution with algebra errors 
4 – Correct and included all the steps necessary: 
product equation, plug in constraint, differentiate, find 
critical points. 

Question 4:  
0 – irrelevant; discussed general techniques of 
optimization but not related to derivatives 
1 – true statements about derivatives but irrelevant; 
apparent understanding of optimization but little or 
incorrect mention of derivatives; rates of change 
mentioned but applied incorrectly or incompletely  
2 – “to find minimum and maximum”; “find critical 
points” but doesn’t mention max/min 
3 – “to find critical points to find the min/max”; listing 
steps that were successful in the game without any 
indication of why; missing what a critical point is or 
how to find one 
4 – “zero derivative implies min/max”; “rate of change 
is 0 so the function is (maybe) max/min.”; requires 
explicit mention of slope or rate of change 
 

Question 3:  
0 - Nothing relevant; only formula with no 
manipulation 
1 – Volume formula with some manipulation (algebra 
or calculus) but no mention of surface area 
2 – Both an area and a volume function present; some 
attempt at combing the equations; might have 
incorrectly tried a derivative; a differentiation attempt 
is not necessary for a two 
3 – Derivative of an area function that is correct or 
nearly correct; missing the part where the derivative is 
set to 0 
4 – correct method and correct answer; correct method 
but small mistake produced a wrong answer; this might 
include an incorrect surface area equation but steps are 
otherwise correct 
 

 
 



Results

I ANOVA on the scores on the two conceptual questions.
I Found that the Game (G) group scored significantly higher.

F (2, 113) = 5.22, p = .007, η2 = .08

I Students in the Practice (P) group scored the same as
those in the Control (C) group.

I ANOVA on the scores on the two computational questions.
I No significant differences across groups.

I Students in G were more engaged in the activity.
I Results align with the goals and design of the game.
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Discussion
I This is one of the first instructional video games targeting

higher educational math.
I There is evidence that the game is successful. We found

that Mission Prime has a benefit to students’ conceptual
understanding but (as designed) not necessarily their
computational skills.

Limitations

I Calculus 2 students didn’t recall optimization very well.
I One computational problem was too easy; students could

guess and check.
I Didn’t collect enough data to draw conclusions about

efficacy of visualization tools.
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Future Research

I Study impact of visualization
tools.

I Study students closer to when
they first learn optimization.

I Expand Mission Prime to include
topics throughout pre-calculus
and calculus, perhaps even
connecting to physics and
engineering.

Thank You!
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